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Abstract-We present a new scheme for video colorization 
using optimization in rotation-aware new YCbCr feature 
space. Most current methods of video colorization incur 
temporal artifacts and prohibitive processing costs, while this 
approach is designed in a spatiotemporal manner to preserve 
temporal coherence. The parallel implementation on graphics 
hardware is also facilitated to achieve realtime performance of 
color optimization. By adaptively clustering video frames and 
extending filtering to chrominance flow computation, we can 
achieve real-time color propagation within and between 
frames. Temporal coherence is further refined through user 
scribbles in video frames. The experimental results 
demonstrate that our proposed approach is efficient in 
producing high-quality colorized videos. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term colorization is introduced by the Wilson Markle 
in 1970. He introduces this term to elaborate the automated 
or computer assisted process that he invented for putting 
the colors to the black and white movie or tv programs. But 
now a days the term colorization is generally describes any 
method or technique for adding color to any monochrome 
still images or the footages. Traditionally, the colorization 
process is very difficult and time consuming and also 
requires artistic skills to coloring the images Although 
substantial efforts has been taken to colorize the images 
very less amount of efforts are devoted to colorize the 
video. Because it is more difficult task to colorize the video 
than image. As the video is the 3-dimensional and the color 
is to be propagated in the 3-D space. Coloring a video is 
very complex as it has to balance constraints between 
spatio-temporal color coherence and processing costs 
[1],[2]. The optimization of the colored video is very 
difficult and time consuming as the data appear here is in 3-
D space. 
The technique that are developed till date to coloring the 
video, make the color propagation from keyframes to 
subsequent frames by relying on the optical flow. The key 
frames are the frames where the sudden changes occurred 
in the frame. However the optical flow causes some 
artifacts in some of the frames which consequently 
reflected in the colorization results. To remove the 

coloriztion error from the frame uses the optimization 
based on the one-pass linear system solver [1]. But such 
errors cant not be easily eliminated through user input or 
post processing approach. 
In this paper, proposing a more efficient method to colorize 
the video in optimising way using parallel color 
propagation. From the previously proposed method our key 
observation is that since color propagation assigns similar 
color to the similar pixels. In the higher dimensional pixel 
feature space, video colorization constitutes smooth 
function rather than in the video space.  
Rather than using previous method that solves color 
optimization in very large linear system, our method 
iteratively propagates the colors among the pixels in the 
graphs which results in the greater refinement and parallel 
propagation. This method of parallel propagating color 
gives better result than previous one. 
The colors may shift erratically between the frames as 
methods of static images applied to video frames. This may 
cause visual fatigue to the viewers. So. To solve this 
problem, we propose the leverages user scribbles through a 
new feature space formed through rotation aware gabor 
filtering. In this new feature space instead of using the 
optical flow to propagate the color between the consecutive 
frames gabor flow is used to compute the temporal 
connectivity of the pixel graphs. In comparison to previous 
work two notable contributions are made in this paper: 
1) A method for maintaining temporal color coherence
using optimized chrominance flow; 
2) A parallelized strategy for fully solving the optimization
of video colorization. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the image colorization technique, the colorization is 
usually achieved on the basis of color scribble inputs 
through the user. In colorization technique user needs to 
give some input in the given image to describe which part 
of image is colored by which color. In the technique in [1], 
the user only needs to color small number of pixels in the 
selected area. The algorithm automatically propagates the 
color throughout the image intensity boundaries. In this 
technique artist or the user don’t need to precisely define 
the boundaries. While in other colorization approach, 
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colorization process is broadly divide in to two stages i.e 
color labelling and color mapping. The regions that 
approximately share the same pixel values are grouped in 
to coherent regions and to further fine tune the color in the 
images the color mapping step is introduced. In this 
technique the intensities are used to propagate the color 
[2],[4] ,[5]. In [5] we learned the relation between the 
grayscale image and its color version. Colorizing one or 
more input grayscale images, based on a partially 
segmented reference color image. The partially segmented 
means one or more mutually disjoined regions which has 
been assigned with different unique label [6],[7] 
respectively. By using the input scribbles given by user 
another technique is developed to colorize the real size 
images [3],[8]-[9]. The color of this scribbles are then 
spread algorithmically over the image. For example , a 
weighted average of scribble color is used to colorize pixels 
[3] and the weight is proportional to the geodesic distance 
between a pixels and its scribbles. 
The technique based on the gabor feature space is 
introduced recently, but only suitable for single image 
domain [10]. Color distribution can be optimized across the 
entire image since the pixels are still in the 2-d space. But 
this strategy fails as it still introduce the cross frames and 
flickering artifacts or the errors. The key to handle this 
problem is color propogation in temporal video space not 
only in the 2-d image space. One technique is introduce to 
do this using artificial neural  network but when used to 
complete this temporal propogation it also increases 
computational costs and hinders parallelization [11]. Some 
of the most efficient methods in calculating the 
inconsistency of stereoimagaing and motion in video 
sequences is optical flow algorithm [12]-[15]. However, 
these algorithm faced with severe challenges that are 
caused by the occlusion. Some methods are put forward to 
handle over smoothing , such as anisotropic diffusion with 
image or flow adaptiveness [17], [16]–[18], and isotropic 
diffusion with non quadratic regularization [13],[14]. 
A novel video cutout system which, unlike previous 
systems, uses adaptive local classifiers for segmenting 
dynamic video objects. By localizing the classifiers, our 
system achieves significantly better results than previous 
systems for complicated videos, including complex color 
distributions, dynamic backgrounds and non-rigid 
foreground deformations [19]. 
 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The essential task of video colorization is to assign colors 
to pixels based on the intuition that pixels with high 
similarity should have similar colors. The key to our 
approach is to establish pixel similarity in the video’s 
grayscale channel. To accomplish this, a novel pipeline is 
introduced that measures pixel similarity across video 
frames and allows parallel color optimization among pixels. 
The colorization of all the three inputs i.e static image or 
real time image or the viedo stream is done by using 
luminance matching .The proposed work can be divided in 
to the following modules. 
 

 
Fig 3.1: Flow diagram of proposed work 

3.1 Static Image Colorization: 
In this module the static image colorization is done. The 
static image means the still image, here in this module the 
one static reference color image is taken and then after that 
one gray scale image is taken then with reference to the 
color image colorization of the gray scale image is done. 
Each and every pixels of the gray scale image is compared 
with reference color image and after that minimum and 
minimum value are calculated. From the min and max we 
calculate the minimum difference in the pixels. Then where 
the minimum difference found put the color from color 
image to gray one. 
 
3.2 Real Time Image Colorization: 
In this module the input image taken is also the static image 
but the image that is taken as input will be the real time 
image. While choosing for the image for reference image if 
selected option is real time then the camera automatically 
gets on and one can take image in real time. And if for the 
gray scale image also real time image is also be taken and if 
by mistake someone choose color image instead of color 
one then the image automatically change to gray scale. The 
procedure is same to colorise the gray image by luminance 
matching. 
 
3.3 Video Colorization: 
The video colorization is the main aim of ours rather than 
coloring the static image. In this module, the input is taken 
as the video stream. As video is nothing but the series of 
number of images and images are nothing but frames. So in 
the next step the video is converted in to number of frames. 
After converting in to frames clustering is done on the basis 
of luminance matching. Luminance matching is done on 
the basis of pixels comparison. Then the input scribble step 
is carried out, in this step users need to give the input 
scribbles of the color they want to put in the particular 
region. When the user gives input the color automatically 
gets propagate throughout the frame using texture 
similarity. Accordingly all the frames get colorized in this 
manner and the frames are again synchronised to make the 
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video. And the final output of the stage is the colorized 
video of the given gray scale one. 
In the proposed methodology, we first convert the both 
gray and the color image in to the YCbCr color space. The 
reason to convert image from RGB color space to YCbCr 
color space is that we want to match the texture of both 
images and then colorize the image accordingly. And in the 
YCbCr color space texture can be extracted easily. 

[v,x,y] = min2d(abs(py-pg(i,j))) 
The minimum difference in the pixel is found and color is 
put from color image to gray one. 

gr(i,j,2)=pal(x,y,2)..........(1) 
gr(i,j,3)=pal(x,y,3)..........(2) 

Above two equation shows how chrominance and 
luminance value is put in the gray image and the Y that is 
texture is keep same. 

 
4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS: 

 

 
Table 4.5: Time Constrain for Video Having 50 Frames 

 

 
Table 4.6: Time Constrain for Video Having 50 of 100 Frames 
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Table 4.3: Time Constrain for Video Having 100 Frames 

 
Table 4.1 shows the 50 frames of the video and time take to 
colorize that frames. In the next two tables 4.2 and 4.3 
shows the video having 100 frames and respective time to 
colorize the video having 100 frames. From the above 
tables the technique present in the given paper is more 
efficient. It takes very less time to colorize the video.  
 

 
Fig. 4.4: Graph Shows Comparison of Time for Video at 

50th Frames and 100th frames 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE: 
The main challenge of colorization is to assign similar 
colors to texture-similar regions. In this proposed 
technology, a novel approach to video colorization is 
proposed, which uses the New Feature Space to achieve 
good matching results. This method is highly parallelizable. 
This is applicable to various video data, especially the 
videos of natural scenes. Especially we are using more 
sophisticated monochrome texture descriptors in video 

sequences to improve the color propagation capabilities of 
the approach. 
In future there is lot of scope to improve colorization of 
video. Because in the propagation of color there may 
remains artifacts due to user input scribbles. Color can be 
added to a range of scientific images for illustrative and 
educational purposes. In medicine, image modalities which 
only acquire grayscale images such Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI), X-ray and Computerized Tomography 
(CT) images can be enhanced with color for presentations 
and demonstrations. 
The future research topics include the inclusion of texture 
information in the colorizing process. Secondly, the future 
scope includes the handling of un-concluded objects in 
video colorization. 
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